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a b s t r a c t
To better approximate nearly singular functions with meshless methods, we propose
a data points redistribution method extended from the well-known one-dimensional
equidistribution principle. With properly distributed data points, nearly singular functions
can be well approximated by linear combinations of global radial basis functions. The
proposed method is coupled with an adaptive trial subspace selection algorithm in order
to reduce computational cost. In our numerical examples, clear exponential convergence
(with respect to the numbers of data points) can be observed.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Early practical applications of meshless interpolation of geophysical data by themultiquadrics (MQ) radial basis function
(RBF) φ(r) = √1+ r2 was suggested in [1] in 1971. It was done without any theoretical foundation. Duchon [2] provided
a solid theory for thin-plate splines (TPS) φ(r) = r2 log r and generalizations in the late 1970s. The numerical experiments
of Franke [3] in 1982 made comparison between twenty-nine general multivariate interpolation methods and found the
MQ and the TPS were superior. Despite its fine practical performance, the MQ had no solid foundation until Micchelli [4]
in 1986 established a link to the theory of conditionally positive definite kernels. A theoretical generalization with a solid
analysis of the reconstruction error was provided in the late 1980s in [5] and refined in [6]. Their technique is general
enough to handle the case of interpolationwith practically any conditionally positive definite radial basis function or kernel.
Later, Buhmann [7,8], and Madych and Nelson [9] showed that reconstructions using the MQ basis function can converge
exponentially. However, this convergence behaviour comes at the price of ill-conditioning of the underlying linear systems,
which was proven in [10]. In the last few years, related techniques came out to be in the core of kernel-based machine
learning [11].
The numerical performance of RBF interpolation and approximation up to today may not fully answer all the concerns
posed bymanymathematicians and engineers. It is well-known that scaling r ← r/c has a strong influence on the behavior
of the most commonly used RBFs. This scaling effect is controlled by a so-called shape parameter c. If c is too small, the
interpolant or solution will usually be inaccurate. On the other hand, if c is too large, the condition of the resultant matrix
system will become so bad that linear solvers may crash. Somewhere, not too small and not too large, is an optimal shape
parameter that makes the RBF superior. Searching for the best shape parameter is still an open problem. In [12], the role of
c in the accuracy of the RBF method is examined. An algorithm for selecting a good value for the parameter c in radial basis
function interpolation can be found in [13]. Recently, Huang et al. [14] provided some numerical procedures for searching
for such an optimal parameter. On the other hand, good distributions of RBF centers do not get as much attention mainly
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due to the high degree of freedom of the underlying problem. For some fixed c , the problem of ill-conditioning can still arise
either if the total number of points is too large or if some points are closely clustered. One will face a dilemma when trying
to approximate nearly singular functions; intuition suggests that more data points should be placed near the singularities,
whereas experience suggests otherwise to avoid badly conditioned matrix systems.
In the dual reciprocity method [15–17], one assumes that the function to be approximated is known in closed-form and
can be evaluated anywhere as wished. The interest is to approximate such known function with a linear combination of
some given basis, e.g. RBF with known particular solutions to the differential operator of interest. Hence, approximated
particular solutions of arbitrary functions can be obtained.
In this paper, we assume that function values can be obtained at any specified location in the domain. Our main focus is a
collocation points redistribution scheme that improves the accuracy ofmeshless approximation to nearly singular functions.
In practice, the resulting set of collocation points is large; an adaptive algorithm is employed to generate a suitable MQ
basis so that the degree of freedom and, hence, the computational cost are kept low. Unlike the wavelet-based refinement
approach in [18,19], the total number of data points in our proposed approach is fixed a priori. The outline of this paper is
as follows: In Section 2, a brief introduction to meshless interpolation and the adaptive RBF approximation algorithms for
handling large data sets are given. In Section 3, we overview various well-known data points redistribution methods in 1D
and 2D. In Section 4, we extend from a 1Dmoving mesh method to 2D with a dimension-splitting approach; generalization
to higher dimensions is straightforward. It is known that the dimension-splitting approach may yield highly nonuniform
redistributed data points, this problem is circumvented by a polynomial-smoothing algorithm given in Section 5. After the
proposed moving data points algorithm has been discussed in detail, several numerical examples are given in Section 6 to
demonstrate the effects of parameter, convergence behaviors, and some results on coupling the proposed method with an
adaptive greedy algorithm.
2. Adaptive RBF approximation
To avoid meshing and re-meshing, meshless methods work on one of the simplest and easiest global expansions of the
form
s(x) =
N∑
j=1
λjΦ(x, ξj), (1)
with a kernel functionΦ : Rd×Rd → R. The N points ξj ∈ Rd are called trial centers and have no specific structure in order
to guarantee a meshless definition. A further simplification is provided by a scalar basis function φ which allows kernels of
the formΦ(x, ξ) = φ(‖x− ξ‖2) leading to Euclidean invariance of reconstruction problems.
To get a truly meshless technique and allow very general problems, we use a symmetric conditionally positive definite
kernel Φ and consider the sets ΞN := {ξ1, . . . , ξN} ⊂ Rd and XM := {x1, . . . , xM} ⊂ Rd of scattered trial centers and
interpolation points, respectively. Here,M ≤ N are both fixed integers. The interpolation/approximation problem is posed
as: find s(x) in the form of (1) such that
s(xi) = f (xi), (i = 1, 2, . . . ,M). (2)
When the sets of collocation points and RBF centers coincideΞN = XM , we are dealing with the standard RBF interpolation
problem. If M > N , interpolation conditions (2) cannot all be satisfied in general and we are dealing with a RBF
approximation problem trying to best fit (2) with respect to some norms.
In practice, to circumvent the problems of either a large-scale full matrix system or ill-conditioning, one can select a
smaller set of trial centers and work on function approximation instead of interpolation. This can be done by some adaptive
greedy algorithms. The common idea in these greedy techniques is to make selection based on the largest entry-wise
residuals. Based on a sequential row–column (i.e., data-center) selection, the algorithmadaptively selects the ‘‘best columns’’
in the originalmatrix for RBF approximation and at the same time it keeps the size and condition number under control. Note
that selecting columns in the original matrix is equivalent to selecting a trial space or a set of RBF centers. In [20], Schaback
andWendland employed greedy techniques for solving large interpolation systems arising from compactly-supported RBF.
Under the symmetric formulation, applying the greedy technique selects both the RBF centers and collocation points. Such
an idea has been brought towards the symmetric RBF collocation method, see [21]. When we turn the focus away from
the symmetric setting towards the unsymmetric one, the immediate problem is the decoupling of the RBF centers and
the collocation points, namely picking a collocation point by studying the residual vector providing no information for the
problem of RBF center selection.
In [22], we proposed the first greedy version of the adaptive algorithm for an unsymmetric and global RBF
collocation/interpolation system. The RBF centers are selected based on the determinant function in order to ensure local
solvability. Themost recent version, which built upon a primal-/dual-residual criteria, can be found in [23]. These algorithms
are data-dependent in a way that the right-hand vector is taken into account. Moreover, they can be implemented in
a matrix-free way—evaluation of the original matrix is not necessary. More numerical results can be found in [24]. The
computational cost for solving the original N × N system using a direct method is O(N3). Let ns denote the number of RBF
centers selected by the adaptive greedy algorithm used to expand the approximation s in (1). Instead of solving the original
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system, we solve the ns × N subsystem as our numerical solution with ns selected columns. The total computational cost is
greatly reduced toO(n3s + n2sN). Pseudo-codes and implementation details are omitted here; interested readers can refer to
the original articles.
In what follows, the total number of redistributed data/collocation points is no longer our concern. Meshless methods
differ from the finite element method in the sense that we do not have the one-to-one correspondence between data point
and degree of freedom. The problem due to the large number of points can be properly handled by the adaptive greedy
algorithm. Our interest is to distribute data points at the right place so that rapid changes in functions can be well reflected
with enough data points. For smooth and flat regions, coarser data points are sufficient for achieving the high accuracy.
3. Point redistribution and monitor-function
Considering 1D data redistribution problems, there are somewell-developedmesh redistribution techniques, see [25], so
that data points will concentrate near the steep regions in a given function. Adaptive techniques in 1D can be easily applied
and are theoretically well understood; for instance, reaction–diffusion systems [26] and hyperbolic conservation laws [27].
In contrast, analyses for methods in higher dimensions are comparatively limited. For cases in multi-dimensions, the mesh
redistribution techniques are less intuitive and less trivial than 1D problems [28,29]. For example, the monitor-function is
more tricky to select because this cannot be done solely based on physical arguments; the mesh equation based on mesh
energy integrals may be more difficult to solve than the original equation of our interest. Some examples of moving mesh
strategies in 2D can be found in [30–32].
‘‘Mesh’’ is not required in our meshless approximation approach. Therefore, mesh crossings and foldings are not as
much of a concern. We seek simple and cost efficient ways to correctly place the collocation points. Some researchers
proposed splitting problems in higher dimensions to a sequence of 1D problems. By using the simple 1D technique, we
can obtain a redistributed tensor product grid for the domain in higher dimensions; see [33,34]. The splitting moving mesh
method is shown to be successful in solving reaction–diffusion equations [35,36], and convection–diffusion equations [37].
As pointed out in [33], this simple idea may not work for any high-dimensional problems and may fail in some special
constructed functions. For example, if a piecewise constant function in 2D has a discontinuity along 45°, this dimension-
splitting approachwill leave all data points un-redistributed. This motivates the presented research.We propose amodified
dimension-splitting approach which remains as efficient, easy to implement, and applicable to more comprehensive cases.
Theoretically, meshless interpolation/approximation does not require any data point structure. The proposed method is
therefore not constrained by any properties of the mesh structure.
When the function to be interpolated has regions of rapid transition, the meshless interpolant or approximation s(x) is
expected to have large numerical error if we take the data points to be uniformly distributed. For example, when the solution
has rapid changes in a small region, it is difficult to capture a sufficient amount of data on uniform grids and this results in
a large approximation error. Therefore, our motivation is to redistribute the points to these places and make sure the data
points are dense enough. This was done by a monitor-function that controls the data points distribution that measures
where data points are needed. For example, if we want to put more data points in the region with high gradient, then a
monitor-function depending on the gradient of the function of interest can be selected.
In the 1D case, we wish to map the regular grid points in the parameter space to some desired locations in the physical
space. Thismap is denoted by x = x(x˜) and its inverse by x˜ = x˜(x), where x˜ is in parameter space (usually equispaced) and x is
in physical space. Let u be the function of interest. We denote the monitor-function asm(u, x) > 0. The 1D equidistribution
principle states that x and x˜ satisfy
m(u, x)
dx
dx˜
= C1, (3)
where C1 is a real constant.
Suppose we want to map the set of (I + 1) regular points {x˜i}Ii=0 to a set of u-dependent points {xi}Ii=0 in the physical
space. From (3), one can easily see that∫ xi+1
xi
m(u, x)dx = C1
∫ xi+1
xi
dx˜
dx
dx = C1(x˜i+1 − x˜i) = C2, (4)
where C2 is a constant. Therefore,∫ xI
x0
m(u, x)dx =
I−1∑
k=0
∫ xk+1
xk
m(u, x)dx = IC2 = I
∫ xi+1
xi
m(u, x)dx. (5)
This implies that the mesh points {xi} in the physical space are chosen to be equidistributed with respect to the monitor-
function across all subintervals. Thenwe get the (I+1) redistributed data points {x0, . . . , xI} by solving the equation below:∫ xi+1
xi
m(u, x)dx = 1
I
∫ xI
x0
m(u, x)dx. (6)
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In other words, we split the interval [x0, xI ] into I subintervals such that the areas under the curvem(u, x)with respect to x
(for fixed u) in these subintervals are the same. For example, if the arc-length monitor-function is used,
m(u, x) =
√
1+ (ux(x))2, (7)
where ux denotes the first derivative of uwith respect to the variable x. The integral on the right-hand side of (6) is simply the
arc-length of u between x = x0 and x = xI ; the left-hand side of (6) becomes the arc-length of u(x), x ∈ [xi, xi+1]. Therefore,
solving (6) splits [x0, xI ] to I subintervals such that the arc-length of u(x) is identical in every subinterval [xi, xi+1].
Besides the arc-length-type monitor-functions, a more sophisticated monitor-function [38] with automatic parameter
selection [39] is available. This sophisticatedmonitor-function was also coupled with the idea of dimension splitting [40]. In
this paper, each 1D subproblem is solved by the simple arc-length-typemonitor-functions.Modifications—see Section 5—are
done to the whole set of collocation points in 2D instead of each 1D subproblem.
4. Dimension-splitting scheme
Denote the tensor product (regular) grid points in the parameter space by the sets of coordinates X = {x˜0, . . . , x˜I} and
Y = {y˜0, . . . , y˜J}. We split the 2D redistribution problem into a sequence of 1D problems. For these 1D subproblems, we
employ the simple arc-length-type monitor (7) for both horizontal and vertical lines,
mσ (u, x, y) =
√
1+
(
∂u(x, y)
∂σ
)2
, (8)
where σ is either one of the two independent variables x or y.
To obtain the (I + 1)× (J + 1) redistributed data points in 2D
{(xi,j, yi,j)| i = 0, . . . , I, j = 0, . . . , J},
we apply the 1D equidistribution technique along every horizontal line y˜ = y˜j to get the x-coordinates of the redistributed
data points, denoted by x0,j, . . . , xI,j. Following the procedure introduced in Section 3, this can be done by solving∫ xi+1,j
xi,j
m˜x(u, x, y˜j)dx = 1I
∫ xI,j
x0,j
m˜x(u, x, y˜j)dx, (j = 1, . . . , J), (9)
using appropriated finite difference approximations and numerical integration formulas. Similarly, the y-coordinates along
every vertical line x˜ = x˜i can be obtained by solving∫ yi,j+1
yi,j
m˜y(u, x˜i, y)dy = 1J
∫ yi,J
yi,0
m˜(u, x˜i, y)dy, (i = 1, . . . , I). (10)
At this point, the regular data points in 2D are redistributed. However, the tensor product structure disappears from the
(I + 1)(J + 1) redistributed points. Worst of all, the redistributed points (xi,j, yi,j) are usually not well-placed for meshless
interpolation. Fig. 1 demonstrates a possible problem of this scheme that will be addressed in the coming section. Note that
the data points in [−1, 0.4]× [−0.4, 1] barely move, whereas the remaining points are over-concentrated around the peak
of u leaving many large gaps in the domain. In such gaps, the approximation error is usually large due to the lack of data. In
the coming section, this problem will be addressed by a polynomial smoothing scheme.
5. Polynomial smoothing
The problem of over-concentrated data points is due to the lack of communication between each 1D redistribution; that
is, point movements in a given 1D subproblem have no influence on its adjacent subproblems. In Fig. 1, the vertical line
x = 1 lies completely on a flat region and therefore all points are unmoved even though points to their left are moved by
the spike.We propose to overcome the problem by applying a polynomial smoothing procedure to the re-redistributed data
points in Section 4 that allows interaction between these points. We aim to redistribute (xi,j, yi,j) and to obtain a new set
of data points (xˆi,j, yˆi,j) that is dense around the near singularities of u; at the same time, the redistributed points are more
evenly distributed to avoid large gaps (or fill distances to be exact).
For each fixed i ∈ {0, . . . , I}, we perform a single degree-p polynomial fitting to data {(xi,0, y˜i,0), . . . , (xi,J , y˜i,J)} in the
standard least-squares sense and get J polynomials Px,i(y). Equivalently, this means that we group all data points in the ith
columns after the horizontal moves obtained by the redistribution scheme in Section 4 and apply a polynomial smoothing.
This allows the original independent horizontal movements to interact with the others. Data points that used to move too
far out are now being pulled back by the others. At the same time, unmoved data points are now stretched along the fast
movers and, hence, the fill distance is reduced. After finding Px,i(y), we obtain the new smoothed-out xˆ-coordinates simply
by evaluating the polynomials
xˆi,j = Px,i(y˜i,j).
In Fig. 2, a schematic demonstration for the polynomial smoothing process is shown.We consider the function u in Fig. 1.We
apply degree-2 polynomial fittings to find the smoothing polynomials. In Fig. 2(a), the polynomials Px,i(y) are shown by lines
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Fig. 1. Redistributed data points obtained from dimension-splitting scheme in Section 4 without polynomial smoothing for u(x, y) = exp(−1600((x +
0.7)2 + (y− 0.7)2)2).
and the smoothed-out xˆ-coordinates are shown by plus-marks. The task is now half finished and the next step is to collect
yˆ-coordinates in a similar manner; see Fig. 2(c) for polynomials Py,j(x) and Fig. 2(d) for the final set of data points (xˆi,j, yˆi,j).
Note that the polynomials’ degree p is the parameter to control the interaction between information in x- and
y-directions. If p > max(I, J), the polynomial smoothing procedurewill notmove (xi,j, yi,j). Moreover, we point out that the
smoothed-out data points in Fig. 2(d) are not the intersection points of the polynomials in Fig. 2(b) and (c) because finding
these intersection points is not computationally efficient nor beneficial to the data points redistribution process.
In fact, we generalize previous literatures. When p = 0, the proposed method becomes the average moving strategy
in [36], i.e.
xˆi,j = 1J + 1
J∑
j=0
xi,j, (i = 1, . . . , I),
yˆi,j = 1I + 1
I∑
i=0
xi,j, (j = 1, . . . , J).
(11)
One of the advantages is that the tensor product structure is preserved in the smoothed-out points set. It is required to store
I+1 points in xˆ-coordinates and J+1 points in yˆ-coordinates to completely determine (xˆi,j, yˆi,j). In our general case, one can
store the coefficients of the polynomials Px,i(y) and Px,i(y) requiring (I + J)(p+ 1) storage. Extension to higher dimensions
is straightforward.
6. Numerical experiments
In the dual reciprocity method, it is common to work on a larger but regular domain that encloses the original (irregular)
one. Here, for simplicity, we consider only the domain Ω = (−1, 1)2 and use the MQ-RBF kernel in numerical expansion
(1). For small test cases, the square interpolation systems are solved by the stabilized QR-algorithm. For larger-scale, the
adaptive greedy algorithm is employed to select proper subsets of data points as basis functions in (1). The accuracy of a
meshless interpolation or approximation s is measured by the root-mean-squares
RMS(s) =
√
1
|Z |
∑
zi∈Z
(s(zi)− u∗(zi))2,
where u∗ is the function of interest, Z ⊂ Ω is a set of points for evaluating error and |Z | denotes the number of points in Z
that is larger than the number of data points.
In this section, numerical examples being carried out in Matlab© are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. Our first example will demonstrate the effect of p (the smoothing polynomials’ degree) in the smoothing
process. The second example demonstrates the convergence behaviors when meshless interpolations are performed on
uniform data points and redistributed data points. The last example aims to examine the benefit of coupling the proposed
data redistribution scheme with the adaptive greedy method for RBF center selection.
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(a) (xi,j, yi,j) from Fig. 1. (b) Collect xˆi,j .
(c) Collect yˆi,j . (d) (xˆi,j, yˆi,j) after smoothing.
Fig. 2. Schematic procedure: polynomial smoothing procedure (degree-2) after data point redistribution by the dimension-splitting scheme.
6.1. Effect of smoothing degree p
Asmentioned above, using tensor product structures (p = 0), as in the averagemoving strategy, leads to failure in certain
cases. Consider the exact function
u(x, y) = exp(−100(x+ y)2),
shown in Fig. 3(a). The 51× 51 redistributed data points for various degrees p are displayed in Fig. 4. When p = 0, the data
points remain unmoved and equispaced. For all tested p > 0, we observe the points’ movements towards the line y = −x
at which u rapidly changes. Moreover, the points’ density increases as p increases. Note that the fill distances in all tested
cases remain reasonably small and no large gap between collocation points is introduced.
6.2. Convergence behaviors
Suppose we want to approximate the following shape Gaussian function u as shown in Fig. 3(b):
u(x, y) = exp(−400((x+ 0.7)2 + (y− 0.7)2)).
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(a) u in Example 6.1. (b) u in Examples 6.1 and 6.3.
Fig. 3. Plots of functions considered in numerical demonstrations.
In this example, the initial N = 112, 212, . . . , 512 data points (xi,j, yi,j) are equispaced. Redistributed data points (xˆi,j, yˆi,j)
are obtained via the procedure in Section 5 with polynomial degree p = 5. Unknown coefficients in the expansion (1) and
the interpolants are obtained by solving the square resultant systems with stabilized QR-algorithm. Fig. 5 shows the error
profiles versus the separating distances h. Three different values of shape parameters c ∈ {0.025, 0.050, 0.100} are tested.
The dashed lines are the RMS errors of the meshless interpolant on the redistributed data points while the solid lines are
those on the uniformly spaced data points. We can observe that meshless interpolations on the redistributed data points
clearly enjoy exponential convergence. Similar to the cases of very smooth functions, larger shape parameters indeed yield
better accuracy. This observation has been reported in many previous literatures.
The encouraging observation is that the error profiles of the redistributed data points are more stable than the uniform
ones. This is somehow counterintuitive as, for the same number of data points, the minimum separating distance in the
redistributed set is smaller than that in the uniform set. Since both systems are solved by stabilized QR-algorithm, we want
to claim that the redistributed data points help circumvent the problem of ill-conditioning. However, when we look closely
at the condition numbers for c = 0.025 and h = 50−1, the condition numbers are 1.0E6 and 8.1E6, respectively, for
the uniform and redistributed data points. The increase in condition number agrees with the intuition from the separating
distance view point. Note that both condition numbers are not extremely high (say, 1E16)whichmeans both settings are not
suffering from the problem of ill-conditioning. By using the proposed redistribution scheme, the improvements in accuracy
are up to two orders of magnitude. The credit should go to the correct placement of data points that successfully capture
the essential information.
6.3. Coupling with adaptive greedy algorithm
Although a standard desktop computer allows us to solve a matrix system with relatively large size using direct
methods, efficiency becomes a main concern when one tries to solve a sequence of problems in 2D or higher dimensions.
When computations are carried out in double precision computations, it is well-known that the potential problem of ill-
conditioning (if there are too many data) greatly affects the accuracy of the meshless approximation. Here, we try to
approximate the function in Example 6.2 again but with more data points. In this example, the set of RBF centers before
subspace selection is identical to the set of data points. Therefore, we can be sure that the number of data points will be
greater than or equal to the number of RBF centers after subspace selection. After using the moving data points method, we
have a newset of data points.We apply the greedy algorithmand solve this resultant subsystemby the least-squaresmethod.
In Table 1, the accuracy ofmeshless approximation obtainedby coupling the proposeddata redistributionmethod and the
adaptive greedy algorithm in [23] are shown. The RMS errors for N ≤ 512match closely with those reported in Example 6.2.
One of themotivations to develop the adaptive greedy algorithm is to minimize the effect of shape parameters c . As pointed
out in the previous examples, the problem of ill-conditioning is not severe. But we can still observe that the RMS errors are
similar among all tested c values. Since the greedy algorithm is matrix-free, the N × N matrices are not fully computed,
their condition numbers cannot be reported here. The number of selected RBF centers remains small, for example, instead
of solving a 712 × 712 matrix system, the ‘‘adaptive coupling’’ solves a 820 × 712 matrix system (for c = 0.100). The
computational cost is then brought down from C × 716 operations to C × (8203+ 8202× 712) operations for some generic
constant C > 0.
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(a) p = 0. (b) p = 1.
(c) p = 2. (d) p = 3.
Fig. 4. The data point redistributions in Example 6.1 after different degrees of polynomial smoothing.
Table 1
The numbers of selected RBF centers ns and RMS errors in approximating u in Fig. 3(b) with the redistribution data points and adaptive greedy algorithm.
N c = 0.025 c = 0.050 c = 0.100
# Centers RMS error # Centers RMS error # Centers RMS error
112 73 3.09E−2 82 3.09E−2 79 3.09E−2
212 437 1.14E−2 400 1.39E−2 424 1.71E−2
312 636 3.66E−3 538 2.87E−3 575 2.46E−3
412 462 1.45E−3 641 1.04E−3 729 1.07E−3
512 555 1.82E−4 743 6.88E−5 807 1.82E−5
612 981 7.95E−5 668 1.43E−5 944 9.39E−6
712 702 8.20E−6 639 1.38E−6 820 7.62E−7
Consider the case when c = 0.100 in Table 1. Note that for N = 512 and N = 712, their corresponding ns are very similar
but accuracy for the case of N = 712 is two order of magnitude better. In order to provide a better insight, Fig. 6 shows the
selected RBF centers in these two cases. It can be seen that the selected data points for N = 712 in Fig. 6(b) are much more
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Fig. 5. RMS errors of meshless interpolation on uniform and redistributed data points for various shape parameters c .
(a) N = 512 , ns = 807. (b) N = 712 , ns = 820.
Fig. 6. The selected RBF centers, for u in Fig. 3(b), by adaptive greedy algorithm from N redistribution data points.
concentrated around the peak at (x, y) = (0.7,−0.7) than that in the case N = 512. After close examination of Fig. 6(a), one
can find that the adaptive greedy algorithm has already selected all available data points near the peak. Hence, the adaptive
greedy algorithm is doing the right job but it is the redistribution scheme that affects the accuracy. There are two possible
solutions; one can use a higher degree polynomial in the smoothing procedure. A better solution is to move data points
faster in the 1D subproblem by employing a more sophisticated monitor-function. For example, the monitor-function in (8)
can be modified to
m˜s(u, x, y) = 2d
√
1+ α
(
∂u(x, y)
∂s
)2
,
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with some α > 1. Large α will move data points to the peak faster in the 1D movements. As well-known in the finite
element communities, finding a single perfect monitor-function is an impossible task as it is very situation-dependent. A
simple monitor-function used in the work can already generate all the promising numerical results above.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel data points redistribution method is proposed. By the standard dimension-splitting technique and
based on the information of a 1D moving mesh formulation, data points movement in 2D is determined by a polynomial
smoothing procedure. Although the numerical studies in this work are still preliminary, coupling the adaptive greedy
algorithm to perform a subset of redistributed RBF centers seems to be more efficient for problems of any scales. In this
work, only one monitor-function is tested. Searching for better monitor-functions is one of our future work high priorities.
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